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INTRODUCTION

Two dynamic forces are currently reshaping the landscape of prosecution in the United States. One is the rise within the last decade of the “progressive prosecutor” movement, particularly among state and local prosecutors. The movement emerged against the backdrop of longstanding criticism of the prosecutorial profession as a site of unchecked power wielded in a manner that has predictably driven our country’s carceral explosion. From criticism...
of virtually unfettered discretion to select among or decline charges, to prosecutors’ outsized influence over pretrial release and sentencing, to instances of flouting what ethical and constitutional rules do them, calls to reign in prosecutorial power have long been a mainstay of the academic literature and advocacy circles. Progressives have taken a different tack, however, hoisting the profession on its own petard by announcing a commitment to exercising broad discretion in a manner that reexamines charging, bail and sentencing practices, and other practices in a manner aimed at curbing punitive excess and racial disparities in the criminal legal system. Common progressive prosecutor policy priorities include expanding diversion programs, reducing pretrial detention recommendations and use of cash bail, deprioritizing prosecution of certain non-violent offenses, and creating conviction integrity units to review potential wrongful convictions.

A second, more recent and still-emergent force also joins the chorus of concern for prosecutorial power, but in a quite different key. For perhaps the first time in modern memory, political forces have aligned to enact measures to reign in prosecutorial authority and hold prosecutors accountable for misuse of their power. The mechanisms are diverse. In Iowa, lawmakers enacted legislation defunding any district attorney’s office that took “any action” that “discourages the enforcement of state, local, or

---

127–59 (2017) (identifying prosecutors as the most powerful actor in the criminal legal system).


4. See, e.g., FAIR & JUST PROSECUTION ET AL., 21 PRINCIPLES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY PROSECUTOR (2018), https://www.fairandjustprosecution.org/staging/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/FJP_21Principles_Interactive-w-destinations.pdf [https://perma.cc/9XK5-MDAK]. Law professor Benjamin Levin has written helpfully and at length about the indeterminacy — at times vacuousness — of the “progressive prosecution” label, an assessment that I share. See Benjamin Levin, Imagining the Progressive Prosecutor, 105 MINN. L. REV. 1415, 1417 (2021). For present purposes, however, it is sufficient and, I believe, accurate, to characterize at least some (mostly newly) elected prosecutors as holding themselves out as pursuing substantial criminal legal reform through their prosecutorial role. In Professor Levin’s parlance, I am concerned here with “proceduralist prosecutor[s],” “prosecutorial progressive[s],” and “anti-carceral prosecutor[s].” Id. at 1418.

municipal laws.” In Utah, prosecutors are now prohibited from filing Class B or C misdemeanors if evidence in the case supports filing a felony charge. States have expanded the authority of state attorneys general to overrule a local prosecutor’s decision to decline prosecution and invoked gubernatorial power to remove prosecutors based on their charging practices. And in Georgia, legislators have created a new Prosecuting Attorneys Oversight Commission with power to “discipline, remove, and cause involuntary retirement of appointed or elected district attorneys” who engage in a range of prohibited acts. Prosecutorial accountability is having a moment.

The two forces are deeply interrelated, but in a somewhat counterintuitive and, this Essay argues, illuminating way. Politically, progressive prosecution has taken hold mostly in Democratic strongholds and has been associated with broader calls to shrink the footprint of the American criminal legal system by reform to a variety of institutions and practices beyond the prosecutor’s office itself — policing, pretrial detention practices, excessive sentencing, and so forth. In recent years, many critics of the American criminal legal system have included weak prosecutorial accountability — their absolute immunity from suit for misconduct in the course of prosecution being one contributor — on the list of contributors to mass incarceration, racial disparities, wrongful convictions, and other ills. But the recent surge in energy around curbing prosecutorial authority have not

---

6. Iowa Code Ann. §§ 27B.2, 5 (West 2023) (withdrawing funds from prosecutors’ offices that take “any action” that “discourages the enforcement of state, local, or municipal laws”).
emerged from these corners. Rather, its point of origin is the political right, and it is sounding in the register of law-and-order politics and conservative political ideology in a direct challenge to the aims and tactics of the progressive prosecution movement.\textsuperscript{12} Texas’s Republican Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick provided a representative rebuke and threat in the weeks preceding the start of Texas’s 2023 legislative session, calling out district attorneys who “just won’t charge anyone with a crime,” and calling on state lawmakers to “figure a way within the law and within the Constitution either to move those cases to another district attorney in another county, or to recall those district attorneys . . . .”\textsuperscript{13} An unsuccessful bill filed in Indiana’s 2022 legislative session would have created a special counsel mechanism to supersede a local prosecutor’s decision not to prosecuted, and its sponsor named “social justice prosecutors,” including those who had pledged not to prosecute abortion-related offenses, as the bill’s target.\textsuperscript{14}

However bold an assault on the tradition of prosecutorial discretion in charging and non-charging, the Republican effort to tamp down on “progressive” charge declination is tactically unsurprising in a political moment where the right has reclaimed its role as champion of law and order.\textsuperscript{15} This is especially so as new crimes increasingly target conservative political red meat like abortion, voting, and gender identity; blue city prosecutors’ threatened nullification of these crimes through non-prosecution now cuts to the quick of Republican political priorities. What is more interesting, however, is what the conservative move to check prosecutorial power illuminates about the progressive prosecution movement’s complex relationship to accountability. That is the relationship this Essay aims to examine and assess.

While there is already ample scholarly examination of this still-nascent movement, the focus has by in large been on the substantive dimensions of what the movement has to offer: the merits, utility, or legitimacy of the

\begin{flushright}
12. See Barkow, \textit{supra} note 10, at 1375–83 (describing resistance to progressive prosecutors from other political actors).


\end{flushright}
various reforms to how adjudication of a criminal case will be approached by a prosecutor’s office.\textsuperscript{16} Far less focused attention has been paid to the question of how the movement envisions accountability. This is an important oversight given the importance of accountability questions in a democratic system generally, and the centrality of the idea of accountability, or lack thereof, in debates about prosecutorial identity, efficacy, and legitimacy.\textsuperscript{17} Prosecutors, including progressive ones, wield enormous power, threaten dire and destructive consequences for peoples’ lives. How and the degree to which they are checked in that work matters from the standpoint of ensuring accuracy and fairness. Moreover, prosecutors, especially progressive ones, purport to do their work in a register of not just legal but moral authority. In a democratic system, ensuring that the work is done in a manner that comports with the will of the public and not simply the idiosyncratic view of an elected prosecutor or their subordinates is a core concern. Finally, inattention to accountability will curtail the contributions of the progressive prosecution movement itself. Self-identified progressive prosecutors who neglect attention to mechanisms of accountability risk alienating those potentially aligned with their substantive goals who justifiably will demand that a new breed of prosecutor move beyond the “trust us” paradigm that characterizes the profession traditionally.\textsuperscript{18} And sideling oversight questions from the currently energized reform

\textsuperscript{16} See, e.g., Darcy Covert, \textit{Transforming the Progressive Prosecutor Movement}, 2021 WIS. L. REV. 187, 194 (2021) (calling on progressive prosecutor movement to prioritize different substantive goals than it currently does); Stephanie Holmes Didwania, \textit{Redundant Leniency and Redundant Punishment in Prosecutorial Reforms}, 75 OKLA. L. REV. 25, 27 (2022) (assessing progressive prosecutors’ questionable progress in reducing incarceration); Cynthia Godsoe, \textit{The Place of the Prosecutor in Abolitionist Praxis}, 69 UCLA L. REV. 164, 173 (2022) (questioning progressive prosecutors’ ability to transform rather than reform criminal legal system); Brandon Hasbrouck, \textit{The Just Prosecutor}, 99 WASH. U. L. REV. 627, 640 (2021) (arguing that just prosecution should be informed by “abolition constitutionalism, critical originalism, and liberation justice principles”); Romero, supra note 10, at 815 (arguing that prosecutors “cannot claim to be progressive or even transgressive without, at the very least, actively working to completely dismantle the systems and hierarchies in which they exist”).

\textsuperscript{17} See, e.g., DAVIS, supra note 3, at 176 (“For the most part, the media, the electorate, the judiciary, and the legislature have taken a ‘hands-off’ approach towards the American prosecutor . . . .”); Ronald F. Wright & Marc L. Miller, \textit{The Worldwide Accountability Deficit for Prosecutors}, 67 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1587, 1588 (2010) (“Prosecutors the world over must cope with an accountability deficit. Scholars have noted this deficit for years, but their proposals to confront the problem have either been too modest, or else they have been too unrealistic and thus have gone unheeded.”).

\textsuperscript{18} See Bruce Green & Ellen Yaroshfsky, \textit{Prosecutorial Accountability 2.0}, 92 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 51, 53 (2016) (describing “the traditional view—the view that most prosecutors could be counted on to act lawfully and ethically and that their offices promote lawful and ethical conduct”).
conversation leaves the accountability landscape disturbingly bare if, or more likely when, the political pendulum swings in the other direction.  

Part I of the Essay sets the stage by sketching existing potential mechanisms for holding prosecutors accountable. Borrowing from the public administration literature, it assesses the landscape of legal, bureaucratic, and political accountability regimes. It comes out where most other commentators have: There is good reason to characterize the status quo of prosecutorial accountability — particularly outside the federal system — as quite weak along all of these dimensions. Part II then asks how the progressive prosecution movement grapples with this accountability deficit. Examining publications, statements, and actions within the movement, a portrait emerges of both a negative vision — specifically, a rejection of legal accountability mechanisms — and an affirmative vision — namely, bureaucratic accountability to leadership within the prosecutor’s office and political accountability to the voting public. Indeed, strategies promoted for and adopted by many progressive prosecutors take aim at many of the conditions that the academic literature has long lamented as stunting electoral and bureaucratic accountability.  

Finally, Part III delivers an ambivalent assessment of this landscape. It identifies predictable weaknesses in bureaucratic and political accountability mechanisms in the particular context of progressive prosecution, including the worries that in practice they may operate both too weakly and too effectively. Some design improvements flow from these diagnoses,
including addressing bureaucratic insularity, attending to the design of data transparency, and prioritizing production of information about prosecutorial inaction. But while acknowledging the potential promise of progressive prosecutorial accountability, Part III also urges greater, albeit judicious and deliberate, openness to legal scrutiny of prosecutorial conduct than what the progressive prosecutorial movement has contemplated to date.

I. THE CURRENT ACCOUNTABILITY LANDSCAPE

This Part surveys existing mechanisms by which American prosecutors are held “accountable” — meaning, that their performance along any dimension is assessed by another with the power to attach some consequence to their assessment. While any taxonomy is likely to be both incomplete and arguable at the margins of sorting, the public administration literature’s depiction of public accountability as chiefly operating through “legal” regimes that “operate through the authoritative application of law to facts,” “bureaucratic” regimes that operate through hierarchical control within a body, and “political” regimes is a useful framework insofar as it maps fairly well onto the terrain of existing prosecutorial accountability.

A. Legal Accountability

Legal accountability mechanisms can be understood as those by which prosecutors would be held externally accountable to a formal legal standard that a party is empowered to find the prosecutor in compliance with or in violation of. The existing terrain here is a mixed bag of no rules, and rules with weak enforceability.

Consider first the greatest power — by dint of both breadth and magnitude of impact — that a prosecutor wields: the power to charge or not to charge, or to select among the range of potential charges. As a constitutional matter, the power is virtually unfettered. Prosecutors, the courts have held, are free to select from the broad menu of criminal charges legislatures have written for them so long as there is probable cause to believe an offense was


26. See Mashaw, supra note 20, at 120.
committed. Article III and the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution contemplate that juries will hold prosecutors accountable for their charging choices by vetting them for proof beyond a reasonable doubt, but that mechanism has been supplanted by a system driven overwhelmingly by guilty pleas. Moreover, prosecutors may permissibly grease the wheels of negotiated resolution with enormous discounts or enormous penalties so long as their intentions are disclosed in the “give-and-take” of plea bargaining.

Subconstitutional checks on charging or non-charging are available in theory but are weak in fact. Law professor Darryl Brown, surveying the state landscape here, finds that few states have laws giving courts the power to review prosecutors’ charges, and in those that do courts have “interpreted the power narrowly and seem to exercise it sparingly.” And while courts frequently cite the availability of regulation through ethical rules promulgated by the legal profession, in fact the content of those rules leaves wide berth for all but egregious behavior, and even that is rarely enforced by the profession’s notoriously lax professional discipline infrastructure.

27. U.S. v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. 114, 123–24 (1979) (holding that prosecutors have the discretion to charge an act as a violation of multiple statutes); Stuntz, supra note 2, at 566 (discussing how legislatures have created numerous overlapping statutes that prosecutors have the discretion to charge from).

28. See, e.g., Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985) (“This Court has recognized on several occasions over many years that an agency’s decision not to prosecute or enforce, whether through civil or criminal process, is a decision generally committed to an agency’s absolute discretion.”); Inmates of Attica Corr. Facility v. Rockefeller, 477 F.2d 375, 379 (2d Cir. 1973) (“[F]ederal courts have traditionally and, to our knowledge, uniformly refrained from overturning . . . discretionary decisions of federal prosecuting authorities not to prosecute . . . .”).

29. U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2, cl.3.; U.S. CONST. amends. VI & XIV.


31. Bordenkircher v. Hays, 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978) (holding that it is permissible and inevitable that prosecutors will use their negotiating power to dissuade defendants from exercising their trials rights).


33. See Connick v. Thompson, 563 U.S. 51, 66 (citing prosecutors’ ethical obligations, and consequences for violating those obligations, as a basis for denying civil relief); Imbler v. Patchman, 424 U.S. 409, 428–29 (1976) (holding that a prosecutor that comports with their ethical and professional is absolutely immune from civil liability but could, nevertheless, be held accountable by a professional association such as the American Bar Association (ABA)).

34. See, e.g., Bruce A. Green, Prosecutorial Ethics in Retrospect, 30 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 461, 466–67 (2017).
To be sure, there are legal rules that constrain prosecutors. They may not invidiously discriminate or retaliate in charging. 35 They may not fabricate evidence or hide favorable evidence. 36 But in practice enforcement faces enormous burdens. Restrictive standards of proof and high barriers to obtaining discovery on charging render the formal bar on selective prosecution effectively a dead letter. 37 Appellate and post-conviction litigation of prosecutors’ constitutional missteps in criminal cases is notoriously unsuccessful. 38 And civil litigation of prosecutorial overreach in the course of charging or prosecuting a case is effectively off the table due to the doctrine of absolute immunity. 39

There’s probably more juice to be squeezed even from the current regime’s fruit. If substantive criminal law were less vast, and thus presented prosecutors with a smaller menu of crimes, the legal requirement that a charge be supported by probable cause would have more bite. 40 Judges presiding in criminal cases could — and sometimes do — do more to scrutinize charges or pleas, or bail or sentencing recommendations in individual cases — or even across cases. 41 But it is difficult to argue with the conventional wisdom that legal boundaries themselves do little to control prosecutors’ day-to-day work. 42

---


36. Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264, 269 (1959) (holding that the State may not knowingly use false evidence to obtain a conviction); Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963) (holding that suppression of favorable evidence by the prosecutor violates due process).


40. See generally Stuntz, supra note 2.

41. Work by law professor Andrew Crespo explores how courts already have the informational tools at their disposal to monitor prosecutors more effectively. See, e.g., Andrew Manuel Crespo, Systemic Facts: Toward Institutional Awareness in Criminal Courts, 129 Harv. L. Rev. 2049, 2086–87 (2016).

42. See BIBAS, supra note 23, at 975–79.
B. Bureaucratic Accountability

Consider instead bureaucratic accountability mechanisms, by which a hierarchical relationship between prosecutors and an accouter — think, line prosecutors, mid-level supervisors, and top-level supervisors within an office — create conditions by which subordinates’ work is monitored and checked internally. The academic literature on prosecutors has long encouraged attending to the conditions of effective bureaucratic accountability within prosecutors’ offices, particularly given the weak prospects for effective legal accountability. Commentators have surfaced examples of effective office supervision that brought individual prosecutors’ decisionmaking in line with organizational goals — at least along certain dimensions: District Attorney Harry Connick’s effective implementation of charge screening to bring down plea bargaining in New Orleans is an oft-cited example.

Because bureaucratic accountability structures are internal to an organization they tend to be opaque to the outsider; beyond a handful of qualitative empirical efforts little is known about precisely how well-functioning prosecutorial agencies are along this dimension. But there is reason in theory to be skeptical. Effective accountability along these lines would require, at a minimum, clearly formulated and communicated rules, individuals empowered and motivated to monitor performance, and sufficient data generated sufficiently promptly to enable monitoring.

While (as discussed below) the tide may be shifting in some prosecutors’ offices, commentators have long observed that the prosecution profession as a whole — and particularly in its many rural manifestations — exhibits weaknesses among all these dimensions.

To be sure, bureaucratic accountability may be enhanced through mechanisms that would be missed by an unduly narrow focus on the prosecutorial agency’s internal structure. Necessary relationships with other actors in the criminal legal system — investigators and defense lawyers among them, who have perspectives that can serve as antidote to a myopia that can predictably hamper bureaucracies — can contribute to what law


45. See Bibas, supra note 23, at 997–1015 (discussing conditions for effective internal regulation of prosecutors).

46. See, e.g., Green & Yaroshefsky, supra note 18, at 66; Bibas, supra note 23, at 997–1015 (observing absence of and challenges of creating in prosecutors’ offices many of the conditions for internal regulation).
professor Dan Richman has described as “networked accountability” for prosecutors.\textsuperscript{47} Still and all, the current landscape of bureaucratic accountability for state and local prosecutors is not excessively fertile. Moreover, even where relatively well-functioning its existence is quite opaque to outsiders. This may not be a concern to the extent that the goal of prosecutorial accountability is simply ensuring people do a “good job,” however defined. But accountability is thought to have important legitimating functions as well – important in a democratic system, and particularly important as the power and discretion of the putatively accountable actor, vis-à-vis the public, increases.\textsuperscript{48} Bureaucratic accountability’s opacity is a weakness on that score.

\section*{C. Political Accountability}

Against the backdrop of lax competitor accountability regimes, scholars of American state and local prosecutors have long characterized American prosecutors as globally unique in the degree to which they are politically checked.\textsuperscript{49} Chief prosecutors, at least, are by in large directly elected at the state and local level.\textsuperscript{50} Incentive to please voters with popular office outputs, or at least to avoid displeasing voters with unattractive outputs, renders the chief accountable to the local electorate, which in turn provides some incentive for elected prosecutors to shape the work of their subordinates. (In this regard, if political accountability is to do any work throughout a prosecutorial agency, it must work hand in hand with some other regime – say, a bureaucratic one.)

But scholars of prosecutorial elections have consistently found structural deficits that render them weak accountability devices in practice. Prosecutorial elections are nearly always won by incumbents who frequently run unchallenged, especially in the country’s (many, many) rural jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{51} Perhaps more critically from the standpoint of conceiving of an election as a referendum on prosecutors’ performance, voters typically

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{47} Daniel C. Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, in PROSECUTORS AND DEMOCRACY: A CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY 40, 69 (Maximo Langer & David Sklansky eds., 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{48} See Wright & Miller, supra note 17, at 1595.
\item \textsuperscript{49} See Carissa Byrne Hessick & Michael Morse, Picking Prosecutors, 105 IOWA L. REV. 1537, 1548, 1550–51 (2020); Ronald F. Wright, How Prosecutorial Elections Fail Us, 6 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 581, 581 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{51} Id. at 1561 (finding that incumbent elected prosecutors run for reelection in 76% of cases, win that election in 95% of cases, and runs uncontested in 85% of elections).
\end{itemize}
lack information that would be required to give meaningful feedback. A voter interested in evaluating the work of their elected prosecutor’s office would struggle in most jurisdictions to find much in the way of data to inform their view other than, likely, caseloads, conviction rates, and sentences. The few extant empirical studies of prosecutor elections show that the impetus to campaign for office does little to nothing to cure that information deficit: At least until recently (as discussed below), prosecutors running for office campaigned on their individual qualities rather than the work of their offices, and to the extent office outputs were emphasized at all the metrics were exceedingly blunt — caseloads and convictions. In practice, there is little evidence that prosecutorial elections provide broad-based or well-informed feedback on the actual conduct of prosecution.

D. Conclusion

This, then, is the traditional landscape in which prosecutors, described by two leading scholars of the institution as “among the least accountable public officials,” operate. It is, in sum, an environment of tremendous discretion checked by an accountability regime that is characterized by relatively little formal legal constraint, quite varied and low-visibility bureaucratic constraint, and formal but fairly dysfunctional political constraint. How if at all has the progressive prosecution movement interacted with that accountability environment? It is to that question that the next Part turns.

II. PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTORIAL ACCOUNTABILITY SKETCHED

What began perhaps a decade ago as uncoordinated district attorney candidates being elected on reform platforms has evolved into a relatively coordinated and networked group of elected district attorneys and the advocates who work to elect and advise them across the country — the

52. See Ouziel, supra note 23, at 1076–77 (broadening examination of the opacity of prosecution); David Alan Sklansky, The Changing Political Landscape for Elected Prosecutors, 14 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 647, 671 (2017) (“Prosecutors do much of their most important work not in open court but behind closed doors . . . . And prosecutors’ offices tend to be secretive and opaque, far more so than even most police departments.”).


54. Wright, supra note 49, at 600–04 (finding that coverage around prosecutorial elections focuses on the individual qualities of the candidates and weakly probative statistics like backlogged cases and conviction rates). But see Ronald F. Wright, Jeffrey L. Yates, & Carissa Byrne Hessick, Electoral Change and Progressive Prosecutors, 19 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 125, 150–51 (2021) (finding that prosecutor elections in 200 high-population districts in the United States between 2012 and 2020 resulted a lower rate of incumbents running unopposed and a lower rate of incumbents winning reelection).

progressive prosecutor movement. What “counts” as a progressive prosecutor remains to some degree up for grabs, but there is nevertheless an identifiable core that advances the substantive goals of executing the prosecutorial role in a manner that ameliorates acknowledged excesses and pathologies in our punishment system. It is sensible, then, to ask what that core of the progressive prosecutor movement has to say about one of the most conspicuous excesses of the American criminal legal system: the excess of prosecutorial power. More precisely, the task of this Part is to illuminate the progressive prosecutor movement’s own vision of prosecutorial accountability.

To that end, this Part makes two points. First, there is a version of the story that has progressive prosecutors on the wrong side of accountability debates. Progressive prosecution has had an antagonistic relationship with emerging efforts to bolster mechanisms of legal accountability for prosecutors. To some degree that is reflective of political tug-and-pull between blue-county district attorneys and red-state lawmakers over progressive prosecution priorities (e.g., no to prosecuting abortion, yes to prosecuting police), and is perhaps justifiable as an effort to protect local democratic control over state encroachment. But some progressive prosecutors have resisted less politically polarized efforts to hold them legally accountable, a stance that complicates the relationship between progressivism and power. Second, and nevertheless, it would be a mistake to categorically disassociate progressive prosecution with prosecutorial accountability. Rather, examining strategic guidance, public rhetoric, and policies of actors within the movement reveals a vision of relatively robust bureaucratic and political accountability as compared to the traditional landscape.

A. The Progressive Pushback on Legal Accountability

Perhaps one of the greatest ironies of the progressive prosecution movement is the degree to which it has sparked an unprecedented wave of efforts to erect heretofore politically unviable legal checks on prosecutorial discretion — and the degree to which those efforts have cast progressive prosecutors as opponents of prosecutorial accountability. In dozens of states,

56. See Bazelon, supra note 3, at xxvii (describing “movement of organizers and activists and local leaders and defense lawyers and professor and students and donors” behind effort to elect progressive prosecutors); Sklansky, supra note 52, at 651–54 (tracing beginning of wave to 2013 election of Ken Thompson in Brooklyn).

57. See Levin, supra note 4, at 1423–24; see also Hessick & Morse, supra note 49, at 1540–41 (acknowledging multiple meanings of “progressive prosecutor” but associating it with, at least, “prosecutors who have specifically championed or adopted prosecutorial practices that are intended to make the criminal justice system less punitive”).
legislatures, judges, and other actors have expanded, sharpened, and invented anew mechanisms for punishing or removing prosecutors deemed “rogue” — a rhetorical flourish deployed by lawmakers and commentators summoning the image of an aberrant and uncontrolled force.\footnote{58}

Some efforts have squarely targeted one tactic of some progressive prosecutors: categorical deprioritization or declination of particular offenses.\footnote{59} In Georgia, for example, the legislature in 2023 created a Prosecuting Attorneys Oversight Commission empowered to remove prosecutors for, among other misdeeds, having “[a] stated policy, written or otherwise, which demonstrates that the district attorney . . . categorically refuses to prosecute any offense or offenses of which he or she is required by law to prosecute.”\footnote{60} Other efforts have swept more broadly, with bill language that could plausibly be construed as reigning in conduct falling quite comfortably within traditional exercises of prosecutorial discretion in charging. Iowa legislators, for example, enacted legislation defunding any district attorney’s office that took “any action” that “discourages the enforcement of state, local, or municipal laws” — language plausibly encompassing not only any declination or diversion decision but also charge bargaining by Iowa prosecutors.\footnote{61} In Arlington, Virginia, circuit court judges reacted to newly elected progressive prosecutor Parisa Dehghani-Tafti’s move to dismiss marijuana possession charges with an administrative order requiring prosecutors to provide “in detail all factual and not conclusory bases” for dismissing or amending charges in any cases.\footnote{62}


61. IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 27B.2, 5 (West 2023); see also supra note 6 and accompanying text.

Perhaps not surprisingly, progressive prosecutors — sometimes alongside other prosecutors across these states — have pushed back. As the Missouri legislature sought in a variety of ways to strip prosecutors of local control over charging decisions, both the statewide prosecutor association as well as St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim r, one of the targets of the law, lobbied in opposition.63 (Gardner has since resigned her position, stating that she did so in the hopes of staving off passage of the most extreme and targeted of these efforts — a bill to strip St. Louis of the power to elect its prosecutor.)64 In Virginia, Dehghani-Tafti responded to judicial efforts to limit her office’s discretion by suing the circuit judges in the Virginia Supreme Court, an effort backed by sixty progressive prosecutors around the country who opposed the “Arlington court’s erosion of settled and longstanding principles of prosecutorial discretion.”65 Progressive prosecutors nationally have organized against other efforts to impose legal limits on prosecutorial discretion, as when they intervened to oppose the civil suit seeking an injunction against Los Angeles District Attorney George Gascón’s charging policies, arguing that “[p]rosecutors exercise discretion on whether to charge cases, what charges and penalties to pursue, and what plea bargains to offer” and have “‘complete authority’ to enforce the state criminal law in their counties.”66 “Hands off our discretion,” progressive prosecutors can be heard to chant.

To be sure, faced with initiatives aimed at undoing their policy platforms, progressive prosecutors’ opposing salvo is unsurprising and perhaps tactically — existentially — necessary. Moreover, it has plausible roots in an understanding of the primacy of political accountability through local elections, which many of these legal accountability measures seek (openly)

---


to countermand. But it nevertheless places them in the uncomfortable and ironic position of adopting the “trust-us” stance that prosecutors have traditionally taken in order to insulate precisely the charging excesses that the new wave of progressives opposes. Further though, efforts by members of the progressive prosecution movement to limit legal accountability for their work has not been so confined. For example, progressive prosecutors sued for alleged constitutional violations during their own tenure or during the tenure of their predecessors have shielded themselves from liability through absolute immunity. Cook County States Attorney Kim Foxx successfully invoked absolute immunity to obtain dismissal of a vindictive prosecution suit. Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner did so in a constitutional suit challenging his office’s policies on COVID early release. And Brooklyn District Attorney Eric Gonzalez has invoked absolute immunity in numerous suits — for alleged fabrications by prosecutors, claimed Brady violations, and more. More novel non-merits-based defenses have been invoked by other progressive prosecutors. When the New Orleans District Attorney’s office, headed by former defense attorney Jason Williams, was sued by three men exonerated by the office’s own conviction integrity unit’s discovery of decades-old Brady violations in their cases, the office attempted to have all three cases dismissed on the ground that the office was an arm of the state and therefore not a proper


68. Cf. Brief of John L. Hill et al. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioner at *6, Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978) (offering argument from Texas prosecutors that the Due Process clause not bar habitual offender charge following plea offer rejection by defendant because “[i]t is a pragmatism of today’s society that a prosecutor must be allowed a certain amount of discretion in plea bargaining” and that “[t]o hold otherwise would be to ignore the possibility that some defendants are deserving of offers of leniency and would force the prosecutor to seek the maximum indictment without plea bargaining in every case”). One wonders if it was irony or oversight that led the prosecutor amici supporting George Gascón to cite McCleskey v. Kemp in support of their normalization of prosecutorial discretion. See Brief of Amici Curiae Current and Former Elected Prosecutors and Attorneys General in Opposition to Petitioner’s Application for Preliminary Injunction, supra note 66, at 10.

69. The examples that follow emerge from a decidedly incomplete and unsystematic search of Westlaw for cases including the term “absolute immunity” and that listed Kim Foxx, Larry Krasner, or Eric Gonzalez as a party.


States defendant in a Section 1983 action. Significantly, dismissal on that ground would have required overruling long-standing Fifth Circuit precedent. The office lost each of their motions.

These examples serve simply to juxtapose progressive prosecutors’ bold calls for reimagining the ends to which prosecutorial discretion may be put with their strikingly small-c conservative embrace of existing tools — wielded in equally discretionary fashion — for shielding their conduct from legal scrutiny. In this respect, at least, the accusation in some academic quarters that progressive prosecutors have yet to “challenge[]... the excessive power of prosecutors themselves” may be well-taken.

**B. Progressive Prosecutorial Accountability**

To spotlight progressive prosecutors’ uncomfortable relationship with legal accountability is not, however, to contend that the movement has failed to give consideration to questions of accountability writ large. To the contrary, this Section sketches an emergent progressive prosecutorial accountability vision: one that centers and touts the development and enhancement of bureaucratic and political accountability tools. The primary sources for this sketch are the movement’s texts and statements: papers and reports of the various academic and advocacy entities have been at the forefront of providing technical assistance to the progressive prosecutor movement, and illustrative actions of self-defined progressive prosecutors themselves.

Consider first the degree to which bureaucratic accountability looms large on the progressive prosecutorial accountability agenda. Recall that the prevailing view has been that state and local prosecutors’ offices have traditionally understood to be quite weakly bureaucratically controlled. In Stephanos Bibas’s words, “Many prosecutors’ offices drift along without centralized leadership or a hierarchical structure, which impedes monitoring of subordinates. Line prosecutors in these offices remain free to do what they wish and ignore office policies and stakeholders’ interests.”

The progressive prosecution movement’s accountability rhetoric suggests a shift in this state of affairs. The organization Fair and Just Prosecution (“FJP”), one of the leading organizing and strategic advising entity for
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progressive prosecutors nationally, lists “Accountability, Transparency, and Measuring Success” as the second of nine issues spotlighted on the group’s web site. The content of the corresponding web site highlights three innovations – all addressed to internal, bureaucratic accountability. First, the organization endorses emerging work to develop performance standards and measures that align with an elected prosecutor’s progressive substantive goals, rather than the limited and thin output measurements — cases filed, conviction rates, and sentences — traditionally tracked by offices.77 Second, the organization promotes the creation of internal conviction integrity units — dedicated units for investigating and remediying wrongful convictions — to aid offices in discovering past errors and learning from them.78 Finally, progressive prosecutors are exhorted to embrace “open and early” discovery in criminal cases, and to manage and enforce compliance with “comprehensive” policies and “ongoing supervision and random audits.”79 FJP’s 2018 manifesto, “21 Principles for the Twenty-First Century Prosecutor” — “practical steps prosecutors can take to transform their offices, and collectively, their profession” — packages these ideas in operational terms that make clear the primacy of internal management to the progressive prosecution project.80 The principles encompass adoption of “performance standards that reflect your values” and that are used in promotion; gathering data on “charging, plea dispositions, and sentencing (including racial disparity), findings of prosecutorial misconduct, . . . and other outcomes” to understand what results are being achieved by the office; requiring supervisory approval for charging; and adoption of internal discovery policies along with “rigorous training and supervision to ensure compliance” and “appropriate consequences for prosecutors who improperly and intentionally fail to disclose evidence.”81 Those familiar with the work of scholars who have called for more robust systems of internal accountability in prosecution through attention to, among other tools, office supervisory hierarchy, formal policies, and increased data infrastructure for
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internal performance review will readily recognize its influence in these proposals.82

Critically, these are not the idiosyncratic ideas of an isolated think tank. Emily Bazelon documents in her chronicle of progressive prosecution that FJP’s principles — which her book promotes — were a collaborative effort of multiple organizations, academics, and the network of district attorneys associated with FJP.83 The content of FJP’s principles is echoed in research and recommendations from other progressive prosecution partners.84 And it is reflected, at least aspirationally, in a number of office policies and data-collection initiatives publicly announced by newly elected self-styled progressive prosecutors.85 Progressive offices have, for example, partnered with research institutions and collaboratives like the Prosecutorial Performance Indicators project (“PPI”), an initiative to assist individual offices in developing detailed goals for office performance and data capacity to measure performance.86 PPI has developed a tool to measure fifty-five
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aspects of office performance that bear on “capacity and efficiency,” “community safety and well-being,” and “fairness and justice.” For example, nineteen categories of data, including “acquittal for violent crimes,” “violent recidivism,” “escalation in offending,” “speedy contact with victims,” and “witness cooperation,” supply an office with the means of evaluating its performance with respect to “community safety and well-being.” The tool is a significant intervention in allowing supervisors to evaluate the quality of an office’s work along multiple dimensions and to identify the sources of positive or negative contribution to that work within an office.

Internal regulation is, however, only a piece of the progressive prosecution accountability vision. There is a parallel role for political accountability — indeed, one to some degree baked into the DNA of the movement. After all, one of the hallmarks of the rise of new, non-incumbent district attorney candidates aligned with the progressive prosecution movement is the degree to which it has mobilized local political energy to make prosecutor elections — long understood as sleepy affairs — sites for pitched and substantive contest.

And so, the progressive prosecutor movement offers an inherent improvement to one of the dimensions along which political accountability for prosecutors has commonly been criticized: the traditional lack of meaningful political alternatives for which voters can signal approval or disapproval in their trip to the ballot box.

But guidance from advisors of the progressive prosecution movement posit a commitment to political accountability in a potentially thicker sense, encouraging “transparency” along various dimensions to enable the voting public to assess fit between the stated reform goals of elected prosecutors and the actual work of the office. Scholars of prosecution have long observed that a variety of informational barriers compromise the ability of the public to hold prosecutors accountable: prosecutor offices have not traditionally shared meaningful information about what the goals of the office are or meaningful data permitting evaluation of whether the office is succeeding. The FJP’s “21 Principles,” by contrast, encourage not only
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gathering and maintaining data on an array of case outcomes, but also making that data “available to the public so you can be held accountable for the performance of the office.” The Institute for Innovation in Prosecution at John Jay College, another progressive prosecutor partner, exhorts, “Policies on the exercise of discretion outlined above should be published. Data on the operations of the office should be made public. Goals should be clearly stated and progress towards those goals should be shared publicly, on a regular basis.” The Prosecutorial Performance Indicators project encourages pushing out data generated by the initiative by “creating a PPI dashboard as a transparency and community engagement tool” — something several large progressive offices have done. Some progressive offices have gone farther than simply pushing out data, and instead have affirmatively facilitated public input into the office’s work. For example, Arlington County Commonwealth’s Attorney Parisa Dehghani-Tafti launched a Community Advisory Board of seven-to-ten community members tasked with attending quarterly meetings with office representatives and “provid[ing] input on criminal justice reform and public safety, analyz[ing] policy for equity impact, and keep[ing] the community informed of the office’s goals and objectives.”

In sum, while progressive prosecutors have resisted efforts to strengthen legal accountability measures, leaders in the movement have very much embraced enhancement of bureaucratic and political accountability structures as part and parcel of the reform work they are undertaking. Perhaps this is entirely unsurprising. Elected prosecutors are, among their many roles, managers responsible for ensuring that their organization performs as intended. Managers who, like progressive prosecutors, aspire to bring about radical organizational change must be intentional about organizational structure, messaging, outcomes, and responsibility to create the conditions for and be assured of the reality of that change. And officials who, like progressive prosecutors, come into power based on a promise of change well understand that voters will be looking for the proverbial receipts for their efforts. This is not to suggest that robust internal management and transparency to the political community are inevitable or uniform achievements of progressive prosecutors; there is undoubtedly actual
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variation, subjective disagreement about how to characterize the quality of any such interventions, and, as the next Part explores, predictable barriers to success. The more limited but important point for present purposes is that despite being branded, at least in some circles, as champions of unchecked aggrandizement of prosecutorial power, the progressive prosecution movement does offer a meaningful vision of a prosecutorial accountability regime.

III. PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTORIAL ACCOUNTABILITY TRADEOFFS

If the progressive prosecution movement to some degree vindicates scholars’ longstanding calls for prosecutors to lean into internal management and local political responsiveness, so too does it provide a case study in the limitations of and tradeoffs presented by such an approach to accountability. Full exploration and theorization of these dynamics is beyond the scope of this Essay. But a preliminary assessment here can form the basis for further inquiry, as well as inform the work of stakeholders aiming to design approaches that mitigate these risks.

First, there are at least two reasons to worry that reliance on internal, bureaucratic control as the primary means of ensuring the regularity and legality of the work of a progressive prosecutor’s office will yield suboptimal results. The first stems from a concern that the bureaucracy will function too well. An elected district attorney whose supervisory regime achieves a high level of uniformity within the organizational culture of the office should worry whether that success creates a cognitive echo chamber in which misjudgment is unlikely to be caught or called out. Those who study the criminal adjudicative process in general and prosecution in particular are well-aware of the degree to which individual cognitive biases predictably lead to error; there is ample support for the concern that in a group context these biases can become magnified by group polarization. The second worry contemplates a less successful or complete cultural shift accompanied by robust organizational control. A district attorney’s office characterized by a high degree of conflict between supervisors and line prosecutors, or high levels of turnover due to a clash between old and new regimes risks sacrificing quality and regularity in day-to-day functioning for the end of mission alignment. Indeed, there is some evidence that new progressive prosecutor regimes have been hampered by this dynamic.


So too should we be cautious about putting too much stock in political accountability for progressive prosecutors. As a general matter there is good reason to think there is a relatively low upper bound to voters’ informed and sustained engagement with the work of prosecution, particularly if their primary vehicle for engagement is a quadrennial election. Even assuming, optimistically, that most voters have the time and inclination to consume detailed data on an office’s output to inform their votes, most individuals lack the knowledge required to contextualize and draw meaningful conclusions from that data.99 The problem is exacerbated by inevitable blind spots in the informational picture prosecutors can supply. Among other drivers of opacity, legal and practical barriers exist to disclosure of the details of what work prosecutors do not do: the details of charges not brought rarely see the light of day, for reasons that include grand jury secrecy and, even where disclosure is legally permissible, concerns about compromising ongoing investigations and the privacy interests of witnesses or targets in investigations.100 This is a special challenge for progressive prosecutors whose mandate is largely rooted in a commitment not to charge crimes: The heart of their agenda is uniquely ill-suited for public scrutiny of the manner in which it is being executed.

A perhaps greater concern about effective bureaucratic and political accountability flows from the recent surge in efforts to enhance legal mechanisms to supplant or remove elected prosecutors in direct response to progressive district attorneys’ assertions of muscular declination authority. Where elected prosecutors perceive a local mandate to pursue decarceral reforms, the reality or prospect of sanction if evidence of that pursuit comes to light will be less likely to curtail the pursuit than to exert downward pressure on transparency. Elected prosecutors who know their constituents continue to want, for example, non-prosecution of marijuana possession may continue to pursue that end even after passage of laws barring policies that “discourage[s] enforcement” (in the language of the new Iowa law) — without publicizing the policies that guide that activity. So too might the increased prospect of external legal scrutiny push offices away from even adopting the formal office policies and clearly articulated lines of internal control touted by FJP — soft targets for backlash if made known externally — in favor of less formal means of inculcating consistent practice. Put
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differently, the current political clash over progressive prosecutors’ embrace of the power not to charge powerfully illuminates the potential for accountability trade-offs: legal accountability has the potential to suppress other accountability types.

If there are reasons for caution about the promise of progressive prosecutorial accountability, the progressive prosecution movement’s push to think anew and creatively about institutional design offers an opportunity to consider strategies for improving upon the vision. If strong bureaucratic control risks suboptimal insularity, prosecutors would do well to consider designing opportunities for external inputs to the hierarchy from stakeholders with relevant information about prosecutors’ performance; defense lawyers, judges, and police are leading candidates. The idea is mechanically simple — create, say, a designated supervisor tasked with regular outreach to a counterpart in the local public defender office (in jurisdictions with such an institution) — but intellectually and politically challenging, particularly in the many jurisdictions where progressive prosecutor and other criminal legal actors have been at odds. Indeed, the accountability trade-off dynamics discussed above may well (and unfortunately) render receptivity to networked accountability unworkable in jurisdictions with substantial stakeholder hostility. Still, particularly in jurisdictions where progressive prosecutors are less likely to face legal repercussions for open pursuit of their policy goals, formalized input even from stakeholders with foundational disagreement with those goals should not be off the table.

The emerging embrace of data transparency among progressive prosecutors should be attentive to limited public capacity for consumption and comprehension of raw data, and also to the potential value of greater information about and contextualization of critical unseen work of prosecutors — in particular, non-charging. Projects like PPI are in this vein an important advance in that they offer the public a window into information about office outputs and also pre-package that information into meaningful performance metrics on which the information has bearing. Progressive prosecutors would be well-advised to recognize the important role that such data mediators play in allowing information to generate political accountability, and to recognize, in a world of inevitable trade-offs, that more

direct-to-market data is likely inferior to less but well-mediated disclosures. Additionally, progressive prosecutors should prioritize disclosure of information that will permit the public to evaluate what their offices have declined to prosecute; that is to say, beyond raw numbers showing drops in charging or numbers of diversions, progressive prosecutors should make efforts to explain those decisions — at least in aggregate through de-identified reports or case studies.

These suggestions offer the possibility of furthering the meaningful advancement in the design of accountability mechanisms that is on offer from the progressive prosecution movement. But it is important to return to the matter of what to date has been altogether absent from the progressive prosecutorial agenda: what the Essay has been classifying as “legal accountability” — tools that would increase the ability of external actors to check prosecutors’ exercise of discretion. The preceding discussion supports two somewhat competing observations on this matter, which combined point to a middle path. On the one hand, the coincident forces of progressive prosecution and curtailment of prosecutorial discretion place in relief the downsides of blunt efforts to hold prosecutors’ feet to the legal fire. The weakness of formal legal constraint on prosecutors has undoubtedly aided and abetted misuse of power, but the current moment demonstrates the degree to which it also facilitates course corrections and affirmatively supports the enhancement of alternate accountability mechanisms. These circumstances should give pause to those who call for a radical ratcheting up of legal constraints on prosecutorial discretion — including calls for complete abolition of absolute prosecutorial immunity — as a means of achieving a more just criminal legal system.

On the other hand, complete failure to grapple with what is lost in the environment of limited legal accountability for prosecutors is equally regrettable in a moment where prosecutors are embracing the use of their power and platforms to end or mitigate American criminal legal practices that cause demonstrable, unjustifiable, and disparately imposed harms. Those harms include, for example, the Brady violations and resulting wrongful convictions that plaintiffs allege occurred in the Orleans Parish District Attorney’s Office prior to the current progressive prosecutor’s regimes — past harms that no forward-looking accountability scheme can rectify.

One can imagine a path perhaps not yet taken, at least not openly by the movement — a path in which progressive prosecutors and those who support them take a clear-eyed and courageous look at what legal insulation
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is strictly necessary to accomplish their goals and what insulation generate externalities unjustified by their benefits to the proper work of prosecutors. To state the nature of the inquiry is not to suggest that it is easy or straightforward. But it is as worthy an inquiry as interrogating the deadweight losses of other practices of the criminal legal system on the progressive prosecutorial chopping block.

CONCLUSION

The primary task of this Essay has been to examine the progressive prosecution movement through the lens of prosecutorial accountability. One aim in doing so has been to elucidate uncomfortable dimensions of that relationship — progressive prosecution’s oppositional relationship to legal accountability — but a coequal aim has been to illuminate the very real enhancements to certain dimensions of prosecutorial accountability that the movement may be poised to bring about. Appreciating the multiple and dynamic mechanisms at work in this space allows a clearer eyed understanding of progressive prosecution’s affirmative embrace of the value of accountability, and its particular model of how to constrain prosecutorial power. It also forms the basis for a call for a more critical examination, both of the pressures on that model as it operates in the wild, and of whether the insulation of progressive prosecutors that is bought by the model’s rejection of external legal accountability is worth its price. As progressive prosecutors and the stakeholders and communities around them continue to shape the meaning and impact of the movement they should lean into these critical inquiries.